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Estimating Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes
from Forced Response Calculations

J. Gregory McDaniel,¤ Ferry Widjaja,† Paul E. Barbone,‡ and Allan D. Pierce§

Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts 02215

A method is proposed for condensing a structural eigenvalue problem by using more than one forced response
vector in a condensation. The method approximates an eigenvector by a linear combination of forced response
vectors, resulting in a signi� cantly smaller eigenvalue problem that retains the eigenpairs that were most excited
by the force vectors. The condensation is extremely economical in cases where the forced response vectors have
been computed for other purposes. In cases where some eigenpairs are approximatelyknown, the method produces
accurate eigenvalue estimates by choosing the force vectors to be parallel to the approximateeigenvectors. This idea
forms the basis of an iterative procedure that � nds all of the eigenvalues in a speci� ed frequency range. Theoretical
error bounds on the estimated eigenvalues are also presented. Numerical examples illustrate unique features of
the condensation in its noniterative and iterative forms.

Nomenclature
A = system matrix, K ¡ ¸M
Cn = participation factor of the nth mode
d = vector of amplitudes in eigenvector approximation
K = stiffness matrix
M = mass matrix
P = matrix of primary amplitudes
R = Rayleigh’s quotient
r = residual error in eigenvalue problem
S = matrix of secondary amplitudes
X = matrix holding forced response vectors
x = forced response vector
² = scaling factor for error in eigenvector estimate
· = condensed stiffness matrix
K P = diagonal matrix of primary eigenvalues
K S = diagonal matrix of secondary eigenvalues
¸ = frequency parameter, !2

¸n = nth eigenvalue
Q̧

n = approximation of the nth eigenvalue
¹ = condensed mass matrix
U = matrix holding eigenvectors
QU = matrix holding approximate eigenvectors
Án = nth eigenvector
QÁn = approximation of the nth eigenvector
Ã.0/ = shape of error in eigenvector estimate
! = radian frequency

Subscripts

max = maximum value
min = minimum value
m = forced response index
n = eigenpair index
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Superscript

.p/ = iterate

Introduction

M ANY analysts are concerned with the free and forced vibra-
tionspredictedby structuralmodels over speci� ed frequency

ranges. To estimate a structure’s frequency response, for example,
an engineer may compute the forced response of a structure at a
number of frequencies in a given frequency range. Given this re-
sponse, the engineer is then faced with the question, “Which of the
myriad of vibrational modes present in the structure are primarily
responsiblefor the observedvibrationpattern?”This paper presents
an ef� cient and straightforwardpostprocessingmethod that answers
this question directly. The method can also be used as the kernel of
an iterativescheme to � nd all vibrationalmodes in a given frequency
band. We present both applications here.

The present method belongs to a class of methods in which
an eigenvector is approximated by a linear combination of ba-
sis vectors. Use of this approximation in Hamilton’s principle is
often referred to as the Rayleigh–Ritz method, and the vectors
are known as Ritz vectors or assumed modes. When inserted into
the full eigenvalue problem, the approximation produces a much
smaller eigenvalue problem that retains approximations of the de-
sired eigenpairs. The distinguishing characteristic among methods
is the choice of basis vectors. Thorough and interestingdiscussions
of the Rayleigh–Ritz method in eigenvalue problems are found in
the texts by Hughes1 and Bathe.2

One of the earliest expressions of the idea is found in Crandall’s
monograph,3 whichwas publishedin 1956. In describinga truncated
Lanczos method, he proposeda procedurefor estimatingeigenpairs
by expanding an eigenvector in a series of orthogonal vectors. Re-
quiring stationarity of Rayleigh’s quotient with respect to the coef-
� cients in the expansioncreated a reduced eigenvalueproblem that
Crandall referred to as an “: : : eigenvalueproblem within an eigen-
value problem.” In the same year, Turner et al.4 presented a method
for condensing structural matrices by expanding displacements in
polynomialbasis functions.This expansion in kinetic and strain en-
ergy expressionsyieldedreducedmatricesof the same form as those
in Crandall’s reduced eigenvalue problem.3

Since that time, a variety of methods have been developedbased
on alternate choices of basis vectors. Bhat5 chose basis vectors
that satis� ed the geometric and natural boundary conditions on
the structure. Matta6 proposed a rationale for selecting other ba-
sis vectors based on the diagonal terms of the mass and stiffness
matrices. Other researchers prescribed basis vectors that identi� ed
and removed unimportant coordinates. At the time, such methods
were not recognized as Rayleigh–Ritz methods. For example, the
mass condensation method developed by Irons7;8 and Guyan9 in
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MCDANIEL ET AL. 759

the 1960s was interpreted as a Rayleigh–Ritz method by Fried10 in
1972 and the basis vectors in the method were identi� ed by Matta6

in 1987. These recognitions were useful because they allowed the
use of convergence characteristics and error estimates derived for
the Rayleigh–Ritz method (see Refs. 11 and 12).

The primarydistinctionbetween the presentmethodand previous
methods is the use of forced response vectors as basis vectors. In
this paper, the forced response vectors are used to extract eigenpair
estimates based on the simultaneous consideration of the proxim-
ity of an eigenvalue to the square of the forcing frequency and the
projection of the eigenvector on the forcing vector. Therefore, the
condensation retains the subset of eigenpairs with the greatest par-
ticipationin the forced response.As a consequence,the methodmay
be used to extract eigenvalues that lie outside a frequency range of
interest if their participationin the forced response is large enough.

An iterative implemention of the present method may be viewed
as an extension of Rayleigh quotient iteration (see Ref. 13) (RQI),
and we shall, therefore, refer to it as multifrequency RQI (MRQI).
In RQI, an eigenvector estimate is used in Rayleigh’s quotient to
achieve a better estimate of the eigenvalue. Next, the system is
forced at the eigenvalue estimate using the eigenvector estimate
as a force vector. The normalized response vector is used as a new
eigenvectorestimate,and theprocessis repeated.The MRQI method
proposedhere follows this generalprocedure;however,many eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues are simultaneouslyconsidered in the itera-
tion. Eigenpair estimates produced by the present method may also
be re� ned by iterative methods that avoid the matrix inversions in-
curred in RQI. Discussionsof such methodsmay be found in various
texts.14¡16

In the following section, the postprocessing of forced response
vectors in a Rayleigh–Ritz method is described, and its properties
are examined. Next, the motivation to use this method as the basis
of iterative solution of the eigenvalue problem is presented by re-
viewing the convergence characteristics of RQI. So motivated, we
give an implementation of the MRQI, and error estimates for the
eigenvalues, which may be used at any stage of the iteration, are
given. This implementation is designed to � nd all of the eigenval-
ues in a speci� ed frequencyrange. Finally, numerical examples that
illustrate the propertiesof the method in its noniterativeand iterative
forms are presented, and conclusions are drawn regarding possible
applications and extensions of the method.

Forced Response Vectors in the Rayleigh–Ritz Method
We consider the class of structural vibration problems that is

described by the matrix equation

[K ¡ !2M ]x D f (1)

In Eq. (1), K is the symmetric positive semide� nite stiffness matrix,
M is the symmetricpositivede� nite mass matrix,x is the vibrational
response vector at frequency !, and f is the forcing vector, which
may in general depend on !. The sizes of the matrices in Eq. (1) are
N £ N .

The modes of vibration of the structure under consideration are
de� ned in terms of the following generalized eigenvalue problem:

[K ¡ ¸nM]Án D 0 (2)

Here, ¸n D !2
n is the square of the nth natural frequency, and Án

is the nth eigenvector or modeshape. We assume that there are no
repeated eigenpairs. In all that follows, we shall assume that the
eigenvectorsare normalized according to

ÁT
m MÁn D ±mn (3)

where ±mn is the Kronecker delta. For convenience of notation, we
de� ne a system matrix according to

A.¸/ D K ¡ ¸M (4)

We suppose that we have solved Eq. (1) at M different frequen-
cies in a frequency band, to predict the frequency response of the
structure in that band. We seek then to approximate the M out of

the total N vibrational modes that most contribute to the response
in the chosen frequency band. To that end, we recast Eq. (1) in the
form

A.¸/x.¸/ D f .¸/ (5)

where x is the responsevector. The frequencyparameter¸ is related
to the forcing frequencyby ¸ D !2 . To obtain eigenvalueand eigen-
vector estimates, we will use a Rayleigh–Ritz method. The basis
vectors to be used in the Rayleigh–Ritz reduction are chosen to be
the responsevectorsfoundby solvingEq. (5) at discretefrequencies:

xm D A¡1. Q̧
m /fm (6)

where fm D f. Q̧
m/.

We now let the eigenvector be approximated by a linear combi-
nation of the forced response vectors:

Á ¼
MX

m D 1

xm dm D Xd (7)

whereX is a transformationmatrixwhosecolumnsarethexm vectors
and d is a vector holding the dm coef� cients.

Substitutingthis approximationinto theeigenvalueproblemgives

A.¸/Xd D r (8)

where the residual vector r results from the approximation of Á in
Eq. (7). The requirement that the residual vector be orthogonal to
the basis vectors is satis� ed by premultiplying by XT and setting
the right-hand side to zero. This gives the transformed eigenvalue
problem

.· ¡ ¸¹/d D 0 (9)

where the transformed mass and stiffness matrices are

¹ D XT MX; · D XT KX (10)

Once the eigenvalueproblem in Eq. (9) is solved for the eigenpairs
¸n and dn , the full eigenvectors are approximated by

Án ¼ Xdn (11)

whereas the eigenvalues of the full problem are approximated by
the eigenvaluesof the reduced problem.

To support the claim that these are the eigenpairsmost excitedby
the force, we consider the case M D 1. The response vector is given
by

x1 D
NX

n D 1

CnÁn (12)

where the participation factor Cn quanti� es the importance of the
r th eigenpair to the forced response and is given by

Cn D ÁT
n f1

¯
.¸n ¡ Q̧

1/ (13)

The numerator of Cn measures the projection of the force vector
onto each eigenvectorand the denominatormeasures the proximity
of Q̧

1 to each eigenvalue.
When Eq. (12) is used to transform the eigenvalue problem ac-

cording to Eq. (9), an eigenvalue ¸p is estimated as

¸p ¼
PN

n D 1
C2

n ¸nPN
n D 1 C2

n

(14)

This equation was presented by Crandall,3 who observed that the
eigenvalue estimate ¸ j is a weighted average of all of the eigen-
values. From Eq. (13), we observe that the weighting factors for
this method are determined by the force distribution f1 and the fre-
quency parameter Q̧

1. For Eq. (14) to yield an accurate estimate of
¸ j , the forcing vector should be more parallel to Á j and Q̧

1 should
be closer to ¸ j than for any other eigenvalue.
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760 MCDANIEL ET AL.

This � nding is generalizedby writing the forced responsevectors
in Eq. (6) as linear combinations of eigenvectors:

xm D
NX

n D 1

CnmÁn (15)

where the amplitudes are found by generalizingEq. (13):

Cnm D ÁT
n fm

¯
.¸n ¡ Q̧

m/ (16)

Writing Eq. (15) into a matrix equation gives

X D U C (17)

Substituting this result into the expansion in Eq. (7) yields

Án ¼ U Cd (18)

If this approximation is used to condense the eigenvalue problem,
one arrives at Eq. (9), but the condensedmass and stiffnessmatrices
are now expressed in terms of the modal amplitude matrix

¹ D CT C (19)

· D CT K C (20)

where K is a diagonal matrix that contains the eigenvalues.
This formof thecondensationcan be used to illustrateits abilityto

retaina subsetof eigenpairsthat are most excitedover the frequency
bandof interestby thechosenforcevectors.To see this, let us assume
that a subset of eigenpairs, henceforth referred to as the primary
eigenpairs, contribute much more to the response vectors than do
a complementary set of secondary eigenpairs. Then the amplitude
matrix may be partitioned according to

C D
µ

P
S

¶
(21)

where P and S hold the primary and secondary amplitudes. When
this partitioned form is used, the condensedmatrices have the form

· D PT K P P C ST K SS (22)

¹ D PT P C ST S (23)

where K P and K S are diagonal matrices that contain the primary
and secondary eigenvalues.

If the amplitudesof the primary and secondaryeigenpairs satisfy
the inequalities

PT K P P À ST K SS (24)

PT P À ST S (25)

then the condensed eigenvalue problem is approximated by

PT . K P ¡ ¸I/Pd ¼ 0 (26)

By inspection,theeigenpairsof this eigenvalueproblemareapproxi-
mately the primaryones from the originaleigenvalueproblem. If the
secondary modal amplitudes are identically zero, the condensation
identically retains the primary eigenpairs. In practice, estimates of
the primary eigenpairs improve as the their associated amplitudes
become much greater than those of the secondary eigenpairs.

The method just presentedextracts M eigenpairestimates,but not
all of the estimates are necessarily good estimates in practice. To
evaluate the accuracyof the eigenpairestimates,we have developed
an error bound (and estimate), which is presented in a later section.
If the errors are found to be too great, one might wish to improve
the eigenpairestimates. For that purpose, the method just presented
can be used iteratively as shown in the next section.

Iterative Improvement: Motivation
Most algorithms to � nd eigenvalues of a matrix A require its

inverse. To see why this is so, we consider the particular form of
A.¸/ given in Eq. (4) and write the inverse of A in terms of its
eigenvectors and eigenvalues de� ned in Eq. (2):

A¡1.¸/ D
NX

n D 1

1
¸n ¡ ¸

ÁnÁT
n (27)

Equation (27) shows that the inversematrix A¡1 is dominatedby the
eigenvectorproductÁnÁT

n if ¸n is the eigenvalueclosest to ¸. If this
is so, operating on a vector by the matrix A¡1 tends to project that
vector toward Án . This is the principle behind the shifted inverse
power method to � nd interior eigenvalues and eigenvectors. It is
also the primary reason the proposed method works so well in just
a single application.

RQI
RQI and inversion can be used to accelerate convergence toward

a particular eigenpair. Suppose we begin with a vector QÁ.0/
n D Án C

²Ã.0/, where ² is a small parameter. The vector QÁn represents a
known approximation of the unknown exact eigenvector Án . The
superscript denotes the iterate, whereas the subscript identi� es the
eigenvector of interest. From QÁ.0/

n , we can obtain the following ap-
proximation to ¸n using Rayleigh’s quotient:

Q̧ .0/
n D R

¡ QÁ.0/
n

¢
where R.Á/ D ÁT KÁ=ÁT MÁ (28)

Applying Rayleigh’s quotient yields a second-order approximation
for the eigenvalue. That is, for some constant Cn independentof ²,

Q̧ .0/
n D ¸n C ²2Cn C O.²4/ (29)

Thus, a � rst-order estimate of the eigenvector gives a second-order
estimate of the eigenvalue by Rayleigh’s quotient.

The iteration is de� ned as

¸.p/
n D R

¡ QÁ.p/
n

¢
(30)

QÁ.p C 1/
n D A¡1

¡
¸. p/

n

¢
M QÁ.p/

n (31)

To see the result of iteration, we use Eqs. (3), (27), and (29) in
Eq. (31):

QÁ.p C 1/
n D 1

²2Cn
Án C ²

X

m 6D n

1

¸m ¡ Q̧ .0/
n

ÁmÁT
mMÃ.0/ (32)

QÁ.p C 1/
n D 1

²2Cn

©
Án C ²3Ã.1/ C O.²4/

ª
(33)

Equation (33) shows that one iteration starting with an estimate
within order ² of Án yields an estimate within order ²3 of Án . That
is, once the algorithm gets close to a solution of the eigenvalue
problem, it can converge to it very quickly. Before it gets into a
basin of attraction of one of the eigenvalues, however, it may skip
aroundsigni� cantly.13 This can result in convergenceto an eigenpair
that is far from that which the analyst hoped to � nd.

Convergence to Unexpected Eigenpairs
To understand the convergence to unexpected eigenvalues, let us

consider the action of A¡1 on a vector that is a combination of two
eigenvectors.Let us begin with an eigenvector estimate of

QÁ.0/ D ®MÁm C ¯MÁn (34)

and an eigenvalue estimate of

Q̧ .0/ D ¸n.1 ¡ ²/ (35)

Then, by Eq. (27) we obtain

QÁ.1/ D A¡1. Q̧ .0// QÁ.0/ D f®=[¸m ¡ ¸n.1 ¡ ²/]gÁm C .¯=¸n²/Án

(36)
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MCDANIEL ET AL. 761

Equation (36) shows that as ² ! 0, QÁ.1/ is dominated by the con-
tribution from Án . However, for � nite values of ² , vector QÁ.1/ need
not be dominated by Án . For example, if ¯ D O.²/ (i.e., our initial
eigenvector estimate has small projection in the Án direction), then
Á.1/ can be dominated by Ám . In fact, the condition for QÁ to be
dominated by the Án eigenvector is

f®=[¸m ¡ ¸n.1 ¡ ²/]g ¿ ¯=¸n² (37)

Even if ² is very small, Eq. (37) only will be satis� ed provided that
¯ is large enough and ® is not too large. If Eq. (37) is not satis� ed,
then RQI can converge to .¸m; Ám / rather than .¸n ; Án/, despite
having initialized the iteration with a guess of ¸ close to ¸n .

MRQI
Each step in RQI can be interpretedas a specialcase of the forced

condensation method with just a single force vector. The natural
extension, therefore, is to use several forced response vectors itera-
tively to improveeigenpairestimates.Herewe describeone straight-
forward implementation of MRQI that is designed to � nd all of the
eigenvalues in a selected frequency range.

Extending the forced response condensation from a single step
reduction to an iterative method introduces two main technical is-
sues. First, suppose the numberof eigenvaluesin the speci� ed range
is P C Q. Because the method described � nds M eigenvectors,we
need to ensure that M ¸ P C Q. The way to do this a priori is de-
scribednext.The secondissueis that the iterationmust be terminated
at some point. The decision to terminate must be based on an error
estimate of the eigenpair accuracy.An error estimate to accomplish
that goal is presented in the following section.

Iteration
At the start of each iteration, we have a vector of Q approximate

eigenvalues, ¸q , q D 1; : : : ; Q, arranged in ascending order. Com-
patibly sorted is a matrix of Q approximate eigenvectors. We have
also a matrix of P converged eigenvectors:

QU D [ QÁ1;
QÁ2; : : : ; QÁQ ] (38)

U D [Á1; Á2; : : : ; ÁP ] (39)

The U are assumed to be orthonormal with respect to M. As the
iterationprogresses,the numberof unknowneigenvectorsdecreases
while the number of converged eigenvectors increases.

Following the RQI in Eq. (31), we now de� ne the new approxi-
mate eigenvectors as

QÁq Ã¡ A¡1. Q̧
q/M QÁq q D 1; : : : ; Q (40)

QU Ã¡ [I ¡ U U T M] QU (41)

The step in Eq. (41)preventsconvergenceto previouslyfoundeigen-
pairs by removing any components of QÁq in the directions of the
converged subspace.2 The reduced mass and stiffness matrices are
computed according to Eq. (10), where the columns of the trans-
formation matrix T are taken as the current eigenvector estimates
QÁq . The reduced eigenvalue problem in Eq. (9) is solved for new

estimates of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
Finally, we update and sort our results. The updates to the eigen-

values are the eigenvalues determined from solving Eq. (9). The
updates to the eigenvectors are given by our transformation:

QÁq Ã¡ Xdq q D 1; : : : ; Q (42)

Sorting
Before starting the next iteration, several sorting steps are re-

quired. We � rst note that, if we make the ®q orthonormal with re-
spect to ¹, then the resulting xq will be orthonormal with respect
to M. This is a useful observation because working with the small
vectors is signi� cantly more ef� cient than working with the larger
vectors.

Next, the eigenpairs are sorted into converged and approximate.
This sorting is based on eigenvalue error bounds presented in the

following section. If an eigenpair is determined to be converged,
then its eigenvector is removed from the matrix QU and added to the
matrix U . The values of P and Q are appropriately incremented
and decremented. For all future iterations, the trial vectors shall be
made orthogonal to the newly converged eigenvector. Of course,
the converged eigenvalue is removed from the vector of eigenvalue
estimates and saved in an output vector.

The next check is to determine whether the eigenvalue is inside
the desired interval. If so, we are � nished with the iteration. If not,
however, then we must increment Q and add a new eigenpair esti-
mate. The choice of this new eigenpair estimate may be guided by
Sylvester’s inertia theorem, which is described next.

Initialization
The MRQI method may be initialized with eigenvalue estimates

that favor the convergence to eigenvalues within a frequency range
by using Sylvester’s inertia theorem. In fact, Sylvestor’s inertia the-
orem can be used as a basis to � nd eigenvalues by the method of
bisection (see Ref. 16, Chap. 3), but RQI will usually converge
much faster. The initialization procedure described here places a
frequencyparameter at each end of the range and distributes the re-
maining frequencyparameters as near as possible to eigenvalues in
the band. As discussed earlier, this does not guarantee convergence
to all of the eigenvalues in the band because the converged values
depend on the force vector as well as the proximity of a frequency
parameter to an eigenvalue.

Let the range be de� ned by minimum and maximum values of
the frequencyparameter, ¸min and ¸max, and let the analyst choose a
force vector that, in general, dependson ¸. Then the � rst and second
frequencyparameters are positionedat the ends of the range, so that
Q̧

1 D ¸min and Q̧
2 D ¸max . Equation (5) is solved for the approximate

eigenvectors corresponding to the choices

QÁ1 D A¡1. Q̧
1/f1 (43)

QÁ2 D A¡1. Q̧
2/f2 (44)

In addition, let S. Q̧
q/ denote the number of roots of A.¸/ D 0 that

are less than Q̧
q . If we solve Eqs. (43) and (44) by LDLT factor-

ization (see Ref. 14, Sec. 4.2), then we can easily evaluate S. Q̧
q/

by counting the number of negative entries on the diagonal of D
at each factorization.Thus, each time we evaluate A¡1. Q̧

q/, we can
simultaneously evaluate S. Q̧

q / for practically no cost. By solving
Eqs. (43) and (44), we know that the total number of eigenvalues in
the range to be found is Q D S. Q̧

2/ ¡ S. Q̧
1/ and, because this is the

� rst iteration, P D 0.
This eigenvalue counting is used to position recursively the re-

maining Q ¡ 2 frequency parameters in the range so that they lie
as close as possible to the eigenvalues in the range. The third pa-
rameter is positioned halfway between the � rst and second, Q̧

3 D
. Q̧

1 C Q̧
2/=2, creating two half-ranges. The eigenvalues in the two

half-rangesare counted,and the fourthparameter is chosen to bisect
the half-range with the most eigenvalues. This process continues,
with each new frequencyparameterchosento bisect thepartialrange
with themost eigenvalues.This initializationschemehas two impor-
tant properties. In the special case where the eigenvaluesare evenly
spaced in the range, a frequencyparameterwill be insertedbetween
each pair of adjacent eigenvalues. In the special case where the
eigenvaluesare clustered in a subrange,more frequencyparameters
will be selected near or inside the subrange.

If all of the eigenvalues are tightly clustered, the algorithm will
probablynot place a frequencyparameter between any of the eigen-
values. If this happens, one must decide whether to continue with
the bisection or to begin the iteration. One advantage of begin-
ning the iteration is that the condensation will likely locate the re-
gion of the clustering with one iteration, whereas simple bisection
might requireevaluationsat many frequencyparametersto locatethe
region.

Theoretical Error Estimates
In this section,we derivean errorboundfor a givenapproximation

to a natural frequencyand mode shape.We believe that this bound is
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762 MCDANIEL ET AL.

new for the generalizedeigenvalueproblemconsideredin thispaper.
To obtain the bound, we � rst need to introduce some nomenclature.
In the generalized eigenvalue problem, it is natural to measure the
norms of vectors using a mass-weighted norm. Thus, we introduce
the norm of x as

kxkM D
p

xT Mx (45)

The following result is critical to the derivation:

kA¡1MxkM · 1
.±

min
n

j¸n ¡ ¸j
²

kxkM (46)

To prove Eq. (46), we let

x D
NX

n D 1

anÁn

and use Eq. (27) to write

A¡1Mx D
NX

n D 1

an

¸n ¡ ¸
Án (47)

Taking mass-weighted norms of both sides of Eq. (47) leads to

kA¡1Mxk2
M D

NX

n D 1

an

¸n ¡ ¸
ÁT

n M
NX

m D 1

am

¸m ¡ ¸
Ám

D
NX

n D 1

a2
n

.¸n ¡ ¸/2
· 1

minn.¸n ¡ ¸/2

NX

n D 1

a2
n

· 1

minn.¸n ¡ ¸/2
kxk2

M (48)

We see that Eq. (48) follows as the square root of Eq. (48).
Now, suppose Q̧ and QÁ are given as approximations of an exact

eigenpairand we wish to bound the error in the eigenvalueestimate.
First, note the identity

QÁ D .K ¡ Q̧M/¡1M M¡1.K ¡ Q̧M/ QÁ (49)

Taking mass-weighted norms of both sides of Eq. (48) and using
Eq. (49) gives

k QÁkM D k.K ¡ Q̧ M/¡1M M¡1.K ¡ Q̧M/ QÁkM

· 1
.±

min
n

j¸n ¡ Q̧ j
²

kM¡1.K ¡ Q̧M/ QÁk (50)

RearrangingEq. (50)givesan errorboundon theeigenvalueestimate

j¸n ¡ Q̧ j ·
kM¡1.K ¡ Q̧M/ NÁkM

k QÁkM

(51)

Given Q̧ and QÁ, the right-hand side of Eq. (51) is easily evaluated.
The result quanti� es how well the estimated eigenpair satis� es the
eigenvalue problem.

Numerical Examples
In this section we examine a set of examples to demonstrate fea-

tures of the forced response condensation. The examples are ar-
ranged in order of increasing complexity, with the � rst examples
illustratingspeci� c features of the condensationand the � nal exam-
ples indicatinggeneraltrends.The � rst exampleis a three-degree-of-
freedom system that has eigenvalues¸n D n, where n D 1; 2; 3. The
orthonormal eigenvectors are Án D en , where en is a vector whose
nth element is unity and all other elements are zero. The corre-
spondingmass and stiffnessmatricesare found by invertingEqs. (2)
and (3):

K D . U T /¡1 U ¡1 (52)

M D . U T /¡1 diag.¸/ U ¡1 (53)

Fig. 1 Eigenvalues estimated by a condensation with one frequency
parameterat¸ = 2.25and the otherparametervariedalongthe abscissa;
solid horizontal lines represent exact eigenvalues.

Now suppose that two eigenpairs are to be estimated by comput-
ing the forced response at two frequencyparameters. This example
will show how the estimated eigenpairs depend on the chosen fre-
quencyparameterand forcevector.One of the frequencyparameters
is � xed at ¸ D 2:25, and the other is varied. For each frequency pa-
rameter, the force vector is chosen to equally excite all three eigen-
pairs:

f D
NX

n D 1

MÁn (54)

The eigenvalue problem is reduced according to Eq. (10) and two
eigenpairs are estimated.

The two estimated eigenvalues are plotted in Fig. 1 vs the varied
frequency parameter. In Fig. 1, the force vector equally excites all
eigenpairs.One of the estimated eigenvaluesis within 10% of ¸2 for
any choice of the varied frequencyand is very close to ¸2 when the
varied frequency parameter is near ¸2. This follows from Eq. (27)
because the forced response vector is dominated by the eigenpair
when the frequency parameter is near the eigenvalue. Note, how-
ever, that the other two eigenpairs are only approximated when the
frequencyparameter is near their eigenvalues.The situationis made
worse when the � xed frequency parameter is halfway between two
eigenvalues, ¸ D 2:5. Using this � xed parameter and varying the
other one as before results in Fig. 2. Again the force vector equally
excites all eigenpairs. We notice that ¸2 is now only approximated
when the frequency parameter is near it. As before, ¸1 and ¸3 are
also only approximatedwhen the frequencyparameter is near them.

This problem may be solved by choosing a force vector that is
a linear combination of two desired eigenvectors. In actual appli-
cations of the method, this choice is impossible because the eigen-
vectors are not known exactly. To simulate this uncertainty, let us
choose a force vector that is more parallel to the last two eigenpairs:

f D M.0:1Á1 C 0:45Á2 C 0:45Á3/ (55)

Because this force is dominated by the last two eigenvectors, we
expect that the condensationwill yield estimatesof these eigenpairs.
Let us again � x one of the frequencyparameters at ¸ D 2:5 and vary
the second. The resulting eigenvalue estimates are shown in Fig. 3.
The force vector is chosen to favor the n D 2 and 3 eigenpairs. In
contrast to Fig. 2, good estimates of the � rst two eigenvalues are
obtained as long as the frequency is greater than 1.5.

Figures 1 and 2 can be viewed as worst cases because the force
vector is equally parallel to all eigenvectors,whereas Fig. 3 is near
the best case because the force vector is nearly orthogonal to the
third eigenvector. It is interesting to study cases between these two
extremesby allowingelementsof the forcevector to be randomvari-
ables. In particular, let the force be a vector of normally distributed
randomnumberswith a zeromean and unity standarddeviation.The
resultingeigenvalueestimatesare shown in Fig. 4. The general trend
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Fig. 2 Eigenvalues estimated by a condensation with one frequency
parameter at ¸ = 2.5 and the other parameter varied along the abscissa;
horizontal lines represent exact eigenvalues.

Fig. 3 Eigenvalues estimated by a condensation with one frequency
parameter at ¸ = 2.5 and the other parameter varied along the abscissa;
horizontal lines represent exact eigenvalues.

is that an eigenvalue’s estimate is accurate when the frequency pa-
rameter is near it; however, no eigenvalue is consistentlyestimated.

From Figs. 1–3, we may conclude that a single condensation
works best when an approximate knowledge of the eigenvectors
is used to construct the force vectors. When such knowledge ex-
ists, Fig. 3 indicates that the condensationaccurately estimates the
eigenvalue as long as the frequency parameter is in the neighbor-
hood of an eigenvalue. This result is explained in Eq. (26), which
indicates the retention of the primary eigenpairs when the primary
and secondary amplitudes satisfy Eqs. (24) and (25).

Now let us examine these condensationproperties for a structure
with 1000 degrees of freedom and evenly spaced eigenvalues de-
� ned by ¸n D n. The eigenvectorelements are normally distributed
randomvariableswith zero mean and unity standarddeviation.Sup-
pose that we seek estimates of the � ve eigenvalues near the middle
of the range, n D 501–505, by performing a condensationwith � ve
forced responsevectors.However, in this example we shall combine
the effects of choosing the frequencyparameter and force vector by
simply specifying the amplitudes of the eigenpairs for each of the
forced responsevectors.The � ve targetedeigenpairsare the primary
ones, and the remaining 995 eigenpairs are the secondary ones.

We assume that some approximate knowledge of the primary
eigenpairs exists that allows the primary amplitudes to exceed the
secondary amplitudes. The secondary amplitudes are taken as nor-
mally distributed random variables with zero mean and unity stan-
darddeviation.The primaryamplitudesare alsonormallydistributed
random variables with zero mean; however, the standard deviation
is varied to simulate uncertainties in the primary eigenpairs. Each

Fig. 4 Eigenvalues estimated by a condensation with one frequency
parameterat¸ = 2.25and the otherparametervariedalongthe abscissa;
horizontal lines represent exact eigenvalues.

Fig. 5 Eigenvalue estimates obtained by using � ve response vectors;
horizontal lines placed at the exact eigenvalues.

time a standard deviation of the primary amplitudes is chosen, one
numerical experiment is performed in which the matrix C, which
holdsthe primaryand secondaryamplitudes,is randomlygenerated.
This matrix is used to condense the mass and stiffness matrices, ac-
cording to Eqs. (19) and (20), and the smaller eigenvalue problem
is solved. The results are shown in Fig. 5. When the standard devi-
ation exceeds 100, the condensation accurately retains most of the
eigenpairs. All of the eigenpairs are accurately estimated when the
standard deviation exceeds 1000.

These results were obtained by choosing the number of response
vectors to match the number of targetedeigenpairs,which was � ve.
However, one might expect the results to improve if more response
vectors are used. To investigate this, the preceding example was
analyzed using 25 forced response vectors instead of 5. The re-
sults of this analysis are shown in Fig. 6, where one observes that
the condensation accurately retains all of the eigenpairs when the
standard deviation exceeds100. The standard deviationsof the sec-
ondary eigenpairs are unity. The additional response vectors have
substantially improved the accuracy of the condensation.The addi-
tional responsevectors also producedmore incorrect eigenvaluees-
timates, but those could be identi� ed by evaluatingthe error bounds
in Eq. (51).

When the eigenpairs are not known well enough to construct
condensations that retain them, the iterative MRQI procedure that
was already described may be used to � nd all of the eigenvalues in
a speci� ed range. To demonstrate the procedure, let us consider a
randomstructurewhose eigenvaluesfall randomly but with uniform
distribution in the following three ranges: 0 · ¸ · 1, 1 < ¸ · 2, and
2 < ¸ · 3. Furthermore, we assume that there are 10 eigenvalues in
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Fig. 6 Eigenvalue estimates obtained by using 25 response vectors;
horizontal lines placed at exact eigenvalues.

Fig. 7 Eigenvalue estimates obtained over the range 1 ·· ¸ < 2 by the
iterative procedure; vertical lines placed at exact eigenvalues and
and £ £ placed at the estimated eigenvalues, with denoting converged
values.

each range and that the elements of the eigenvectors are normally
distributedas before. Let us seek to � nd all of the eigenvaluesin the
middle range, 1 < ¸ · 2.

The results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 7, where several
interesting features are observed. Before the iteration begins, the
frequency parameter is sampled according to the bisection method,
so that the sampled values of the frequencyparameter lie as close as
possible to the eigenvalues. For example, notice that frequency pa-
rameters are clusterednear the group of eigenvaluesaround ¸ D 1:7.
However, the frequency parameters are more evenly distributedbe-
low ¸ D 1:5 because the eigenvalues are more evenly distributed in
this range. As the iteration proceeds, the condensation � nds eigen-
values that lie outsidethe speci� ed band.For example,theprocedure
� nds the eigenvalue near ¸ D 0:75. As it � nds these eigenpairs, the
procedure effectively removes them from the search space and be-
gins to converge on eigenvalues that lie in the range. Initially the
methodconvergesvery quickly,with roughlyhalf the estimatescon-
verging within each iteration. After the second iteration, for exam-
ple, 9 of our 10 original eigenvalueestimates have converged to the
correct eigenvalues. One of these converged values, however, lies
outside the frequency range of interest. Finding the last eigenvalue
in the range of interest takes a relatively large number of iterations.
Eventually, the procedure converges to all of the eigenvalues in the
range.

Our experience with other simulations has indicated that the
eigenvaluesnear the edges of the frequency range usually converge
last. Usually, this is because the algorithm converges to a nearby
eigenvalue that is outside the range, at the expense of � nding one
inside the range. This slowness may be improved by initially con-

sidering a frequency range that is somewhat larger than the range in
which one would like to � nd all eigenvalues.

Conclusions
A condensationhas been proposed that uses forced responsevec-

tors to condense the generalizedeigenvalueproblem found in struc-
tural vibrations. We have shown applications of the condensation
both as a postprocessing step to aid interpretation of structural dy-
namics predictions and also as the kernel of an iterative scheme to
compute eigenpairs. We have demonstrated that the success of the
condensationin extracting a subset of eigenpairs depends critically
on the choices of force vectors and frequency parameters. In cases
where a subset of eigenpairs is approximately known, the conden-
sation can accuratelyestimate them in one step. If the eigenpairsare
not approximately known, an iterative procedure (MRQI) has been
developed that � nds all of the eigenvalues in a speci� ed range.

We developed analytical expressions for error bounds on the es-
timated eigenvalues that require very little computational effort.
These are useful for both applications of the condensation consid-
ered. Their application to the iterative procedure is obvious. In the
single-step postprocessingapplication, it is useful to know whether
the eigenvaluepredictionsare actuallyaccurateor not, lest too much
faith is invested in their precise values.

One question that has not been addressed here is that of the ef� -
ciency of the proposed condensation because forced response vec-
tors are computationally expensive for large systems. Although a
detailed ef� ciency study has not been conducted, it is clear that the
condensationis extremely economical in cases where the forced re-
sponse vectors have been computed for other purposes. Regarding
the ef� ciency of the iterative convergence, we have demonstrated
analyticallythe known cubic convergencerate associatedwith RQI,
which MRQI naturally inherits.
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